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Fitness for Geeks: Real Science, Great Nutrition, and Good HealthO'Reilly, 2012

	

	This inquisitive and highly useful book shows the hacker and maker communities how to bring science and software into their nutrition and fitness routines.

	

	The digital age has made a big splash with new web-connected gear in the sports/fitness world. Fitness for Geeks covers many of these new self-tracking...
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Computer Privacy AnnoyancesO'Reilly, 2005
From the moment you're born, you enter the data stream-from  birth certificates to medical records to what you bought on Amazon last week. As  your dossier grows, so do the threats, from identity thieves to government  snoops to companies who want to sell you something. Computer Privacy Annoyances...
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The Official Joomla! Book (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2010

	The Official Joomla! Book is the authoritative and comprehensive Joomla! reference for every administrator, developer, designer, and content manager. Distilling the unsurpassed experience of two long-time Joomla! contributors, it teaches exactly what you need to know, through practical example sites and crystal-clear...
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Ace the IT Job Interview!McGraw-Hill, 2003

	Land the IT job of your dreams with help from this insider guide. You’ll discover valuable interview strategies for standing in the crowd as an applicant and learn best practices for representing your experience, education, previous employment, and re-entry into the workforce. Containing critical dos and don’ts from thousands of...
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The Secret Wars of Judi Bari: A Car Bomb, the Fight for the Redwoods, and the End of Earth FirstEncounter Books, 2005
Takes the reader inside the often bizarre world of the Earth First! Movement and the back to nature counterculture of California's North Coast. 

 Kate Coleman traces Judi Bari's rise from college activist to would-be Mother Jones of the Redwoods. Drawing on extensive interviews with Bari's friends and comrades as well as critics, Coleman...
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IT Security Interviews Exposed: Secrets to Landing Your Next Information Security JobJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
It's not a job. It's THE job, and here's how to get it.
   What does your ideal IT security job look like? What will prospective employers expect you to know? What affects how they view you and your skills? What if you haven't had much experience? What if you're not 30 anymore?   

   Here's the crash course in how to...
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Vault Guide to Finance Interviews, 6th EditionVault, 2005
Money makes the world go round, and those in charge of money are the financiers. Have thirst for relevance? The finance industry has always been a competitive field, due in large part to the glamour and prestige assigned to the working relationships with industry titans. Of course, the outstanding salaries explain much of the pull as well. (Unless...
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Clear Blogging: How People Blogging Are Changing the World and How You Can Join ThemApress, 2007
Almost overnight, blogging has become a social, political, and business force to be reckoned with. Your fellow students, workers, and competitors are joining the blogosphere--and making money, influencing elections, getting hired, growing market share, and having fun--to the tune of 8,000 new bloggers a day.
Clear Blogging sets out to...
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Computer Vision for Visual EffectsCambridge University Press, 2012

	Modern blockbuster movies seamlessly introduce impossible characters and action into real-world settings using digital visual effects. These effects are made possible by research from the field of computer vision, the study of how to automatically understand images. Computer Vision for Visual Effects will educate students, engineers, and...
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Online Game Pioneers at WorkApress, 2015

	In this groundbreaking collection of 15 interviews, successful founders of entertainment software companies reflect on their challenges and how they survived. You will learn of the strategies, the sacrifices, the long hours, the commitment, and the dedication to quality that led to their successes but also of the toll that this incredibly...
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Wireless Data Services: Technologies, Business Models and Global MarketsCambridge University Press, 2004
"[T]his is a quite readable book with lots of interesting nuggets of information..."   Russell J. Haines, Communications Engineer

"This is an excellent book covering all of the current research and development in the wireless industry as well as pointing out what is to come.  A recommended book for all academic...
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Garbage and Recycling (Introducing Issues With Opposing Viewpoints)Greenhaven Press, 2009

	Indulging in a wide spectrum of ideas, beliefs, and perspectives is a critical cornerstone of democracy. After all, it is often debates over differences of opinion, such as whether to legalize abortion, how to treat prisoners, or when to enact the death penalty, that shape our society and drive it forward. Such diversity of thought is...
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